Abstract
Introduction
Nuclear explosion occurs as a result of a detonating nuclear weapon that release rapid energy from high speed nuclear reaction. The nuclear explosion test can be conducted in atmosphere or underground. The various atmospheric nuclear explosion [1] pictures focused on the fireball and are also associated with a mushroom shaped clouds. After detonation a fireball is created releasing huge quantity of energy, the fireball itself begins to rise into the air, acting on the same principle as a hot-air balloon and creates a mushroom shaped cloud [2] .
Many important parameters in detecting a nuclear explosion are suggested such as energy [3] , Light Flash signature [5] , radioactive debris, radiation , temperature etc .Various instruments are used such as Magnetograms [8] , Bhangmeters [6] , aerial photographs etc for recording a nuclear explosion. A Magnetogram records the magnetic field strengths as white spots for south polarity and black spots representing north polarity , Bhangmeters record the extremely bright and characteristics light and photograph images are well known.
The uniqueness for a nuclear explosion is the energy released, wherein the energy is enormous when compared to natural source such as sun [8] or Super Bolt [6] . The two distinct light peaks with a dimmer but still luminous minimum between them are the characteristics of the optical signature for all nuclear explosion.
Texture feature can be considered for calculating the energy that is proposed by Wei Shangguan et.al [7] for cloud images. Morphological based [9] Target Enhancement Algorithms to detect nuclear environment. Another paper by Thomas .P.Way et.al [10] has used nuclear mushroom cloud from visual to tactile conversion.
The yield [4] of a nuclear weapon is a measure of the amount of explosive energy it can produce. The yield is given in terms of the quantity of TNT that would generate the same amount of energy when it explodes. The distribution of energy as blast, thermal radiation, nuclear radiation depend on the yield of the weapon.
Identification Nuclear Explosion Images

Types Of Images
Basically various images types of nuclear explosion image exist but for calculating energy two types are considered in the proposed technique. They are 1. Magnetogram Images 2. JPEG or BMP type Images For calculating energy for the above types different methods are considered and are compared with the non nuclear explosion images.
Energy Detection
For Magnetogram Images
The magnetogram images contain only magnetic spots that represent north and south direction and hence Ising model is used to determine the energy . The steps are as follows:
Input the magnetogram image 2. Remove random noise using median filters. 3. Convert magnetogram image M into a grid G using the given condition If ( M[i,j] <=30 ) then G[i,j]= -1 Elseif ( M[i,j] >30 and M[I,j]< 230) then G[i,j]= 0 Elseif ( M[i,j] >=230 ) then G[i,j]= 1 Endif 4. Calculate the energy using Ising model ( no unit ) as given by using the Equation (1)
(1)
Where si represents north polarity (+1) areas only, and sj represents south polarity (-1) areas only, d is the interacting spins and N is the total spins. The multiplication is from north polarity to south polarity only. E is the total energy that is unit less.
5. Compare the energy of the nuclear explosion image and solar image 6. Stop.
The Ising model has been well tested to calculate energy for solar flares [8] and hence results can be used to compare with nuclear explosion images.
For JPEG or BMP Type Images
Several JPEG, BMP images are available and to detect energy for the images co-occurrence matrix is employed . The steps for calculating energy is given below: 
Compare the energy evolved for other cloud images like ash clouds and valconic cloud images. 6. Stop.
It is clearly known that mushroom shaped cloud is not the only characteristic of a nuclear explosion , it is noted for valconic eruptions or for fires. The energy difference exist for all the types of such images. 
Architecture Of The Proposed Method
Experimental Results And Analysis
The experiments were implemented in IDL software and the results were used to analyze the nuclear tests. First Magnetogram image for Solar flares Figure 2 were tested and the energy using Ising model is computed and stored. In the second step the magnetogram image of nuclear explosion Figure  3 was tested and the energy is computed. The energy is computed for solar flare image and Nuclear explosion image. The resulted energy using Ising model is given in the Table I below. The energy of solar flares [8] for a steady growing region is between 600 and 10000 and for the Figure 2 energy resulted as 5652. For nuclear explosion magnetogram image the energy value is 23274. It has been proposed in [6] that energy of nuclear explosion is enormous when compared to natural phenomena. The results also confirm that energy evolved in nuclear explosion is enormous.
Since Ising model can be applied only to magnetogram images, co-occurrence matrix method is used for calculating energy for Jpeg or Bmp images. In this method the energy values are calculated for several nuclear explosion mushroom cloud images similar to Figure 4 and the results are stored. Other mushroom cloud images for volcano Figure 5 and for fire Figure 6 are then tested using cooccurrence matrix and the energy value is unit less. The energy for several such images were tested and the results are tabulated in the Table 2 . Several nuclear explosion images were tested and the energy was enormous values greater than 16000, for volcano cloud images energy values ranged from hundreds to thousands and for ash clouds it was less than 100.
Conclusion and Future Work
From the experimental results it is evident that the energy evolved for nuclear explosion is enormous when compared to any other cloud images. In the first model using Ising model the energy value was double for nuclear explosion magnetogram image when compared to the solar flare. Similarly the energy values using co-occurrence matrix when compared with the other cloud image was very large. The energy values were 90% accurate for all the test images.Thus energy itself can be used as one parameter for detecting a nuclear test any where across the world using images. The future work is proposed to include the detection of mushroom shape and also to calculate yield of the nuclear explosion images.
